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1 a dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity a tree
sacred to the gods b devoted exclusively to one service or use as of a person
or purpose a fund sacred to charity 2 a worthy of religious veneration holy b
entitled to reverence and respect 3 of or relating to religion not secular or
profane sacredness sacred describes something that is dedicated or set apart
for the service or worship of a deity 1 is considered worthy of spiritual
respect or devotion or inspires awe or reverence among believers the property
is often ascribed to objects a sacred artifact that is venerated and blessed
or places sacred ground sacred the power being or realm understood by
religious persons to be at the core of existence and to have a transformative
effect on their lives and destinies other terms such as holy divine
transcendent ultimate being or ultimate reality mystery and perfection or
purity have been used for this domain c1 considered to be holy and deserving
respect especially because of a connection with a god sacred relics temples
this area is sacred to the apaches c1 connected with religion sacred music
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writings c2 considered too important to be changed his daily routine is
absolutely sacred to him devoted or dedicated to a deity or to some religious
purpose consecrated entitled to veneration or religious respect by
association with divinity or divine things holy synonyms venerable divine
antonyms blasphemous pertaining to or connected with religion secular or
profane sacred music sacred books adjective ˈseɪkrɪd connected with god or a
god considered to be holy a sacred image shrine temple sacred music cows are
sacred to hindus extra examples topics religion and festivals c1 oxford
collocations dictionary want to learn more 1 adjective something that is
sacred is believed to be holy and to have a special connection with god the
owl is sacred for many native american people shrines and sacred places
synonyms holy hallowed consecrated blessed more synonyms of sacred sacredness
uncountable noun oft the noun of noun the sacredness of the site home
philosophy religion spirituality manifestations of the sacred the sacred
appears in myths sounds ritual activity people and natural objects through
retelling the myth the divine action that was done in the beginning is
repeated the sacred by definition pervades all dimensions of life within the
kind of religious apprehension that is expressed in sacred myth and ritual
however there is a special focus on time place cosmos and active agents
heroes ancestors divinities a year later in 1974 the yale institute of sacred
music ism welcomed its first students fifty years later the ism has blossomed
into a vibrant interdisciplinary community of more than 100 students faculty
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and staff devoted to the study of sacred music worship and the related arts
across time and religious traditions 97 sacred tradition and sacred scripture
make up a single sacred deposit of the word of god dv 10 in which as in a
mirror the pilgrim church contemplates god the source of all her riches 98
the church in her doctrine life and worship perpetuates and transmits to
every generation all that she herself is all that she believes dv 8 1 made
declared or believed to be holy devoted to a deity or some religious ceremony
or use the sacred mosque sacred elephants sacred bread and wine synonyms
consecrated sanctified holy belonging to or derived from or associated with a
divine power adjective worthy of religious veneration the sacred name of
jesus the spiritual senses of sacred scripture derive from the unity of god s
plan of salvation the text of scripture discloses god s plan the realities
and events of which it speaks can also be signs of the divine plan there are
three spiritual senses of scripture the allegorical sense sacred geometry
ascribes symbolic and sacred meanings to certain geometric shapes and certain
geometric proportions it is associated with the belief of a divine creator of
the universal geometer sacred land indigenous worldviews values and sacred
places strengthen the earth s biological and cultural diversity the sacred
land film project tells inspiring stories of indigenous peoples resistance to
the destruction of their sacred sites and cultures protect sacred lands
featured film honoring dr noa emmett aluli tips whether you re aware of it or
not sacred geometry really is all around you mathematically historically and
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spiritually the impact of sacred geometry symbols on the ancient and modern
worlds is irrefutable means of identification in selecting evidence of the
sacred and its relationship to the profane one must be limited to two
approaches either it is tacitly perceived as something real or it assumes
some kind of symbolic form in order to establish tacit perception one
requires proofs that silence is maintained for the sake of the sacred
originally especially of ecclesiastical decrees the extended sense of express
authoritative permission is by 1720 hence the looser sense of the conferring
of authority upon an opinion practice or sentiment confirmation of support
derived from public approval 1738 adjective definition of sacred 1 as in holy
not to be violated criticized or tampered with the sacred trust that exists
between elected officials and the electorate synonyms similar words relevance
holy pure inviolable protected untouchable privileged sacrosanct unassailable
hallowed secure immune exempt inviolate shielded secret and sacred the
diaries of james henry hammond a southern slaveholder hammond james henry
1807 1864 free download borrow and streaming internet archive
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sacred definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 29 2024

1 a dedicated or set apart for the service or worship of a deity a tree
sacred to the gods b devoted exclusively to one service or use as of a person
or purpose a fund sacred to charity 2 a worthy of religious veneration holy b
entitled to reverence and respect 3 of or relating to religion not secular or
profane

sacredness wikipedia
Feb 28 2024

sacredness sacred describes something that is dedicated or set apart for the
service or worship of a deity 1 is considered worthy of spiritual respect or
devotion or inspires awe or reverence among believers the property is often
ascribed to objects a sacred artifact that is venerated and blessed or places
sacred ground
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sacred definition history characteristics facts
Jan 27 2024

sacred the power being or realm understood by religious persons to be at the
core of existence and to have a transformative effect on their lives and
destinies other terms such as holy divine transcendent ultimate being or
ultimate reality mystery and perfection or purity have been used for this
domain

sacred definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Dec 26 2023

c1 considered to be holy and deserving respect especially because of a
connection with a god sacred relics temples this area is sacred to the
apaches c1 connected with religion sacred music writings c2 considered too
important to be changed his daily routine is absolutely sacred to him
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sacred definition meaning dictionary com
Nov 25 2023

devoted or dedicated to a deity or to some religious purpose consecrated
entitled to veneration or religious respect by association with divinity or
divine things holy synonyms venerable divine antonyms blasphemous pertaining
to or connected with religion secular or profane sacred music sacred books

sacred adjective definition pictures pronunciation
and
Oct 24 2023

adjective ˈseɪkrɪd connected with god or a god considered to be holy a sacred
image shrine temple sacred music cows are sacred to hindus extra examples
topics religion and festivals c1 oxford collocations dictionary want to learn
more
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sacred definition and meaning collins english
dictionary
Sep 23 2023

1 adjective something that is sacred is believed to be holy and to have a
special connection with god the owl is sacred for many native american people
shrines and sacred places synonyms holy hallowed consecrated blessed more
synonyms of sacred sacredness uncountable noun oft the noun of noun the
sacredness of the site

sacred rituals beliefs practices britannica
Aug 22 2023

home philosophy religion spirituality manifestations of the sacred the sacred
appears in myths sounds ritual activity people and natural objects through
retelling the myth the divine action that was done in the beginning is
repeated
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sacred beliefs rituals practices britannica
Jul 21 2023

the sacred by definition pervades all dimensions of life within the kind of
religious apprehension that is expressed in sacred myth and ritual however
there is a special focus on time place cosmos and active agents heroes
ancestors divinities

yale institute observes 50 years studying
celebrating the
Jun 20 2023

a year later in 1974 the yale institute of sacred music ism welcomed its
first students fifty years later the ism has blossomed into a vibrant
interdisciplinary community of more than 100 students faculty and staff
devoted to the study of sacred music worship and the related arts across time
and religious traditions
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catechism of the catholic church part 1 section 1
chapter 2
May 19 2023

97 sacred tradition and sacred scripture make up a single sacred deposit of
the word of god dv 10 in which as in a mirror the pilgrim church contemplates
god the source of all her riches 98 the church in her doctrine life and
worship perpetuates and transmits to every generation all that she herself is
all that she believes dv 8 1

sacred definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Apr 18 2023

made declared or believed to be holy devoted to a deity or some religious
ceremony or use the sacred mosque sacred elephants sacred bread and wine
synonyms consecrated sanctified holy belonging to or derived from or
associated with a divine power adjective worthy of religious veneration the
sacred name of jesus
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what is sacred tradition and how is it related to
sacred
Mar 17 2023

the spiritual senses of sacred scripture derive from the unity of god s plan
of salvation the text of scripture discloses god s plan the realities and
events of which it speaks can also be signs of the divine plan there are
three spiritual senses of scripture the allegorical sense

sacred geometry wikipedia
Feb 16 2023

sacred geometry ascribes symbolic and sacred meanings to certain geometric
shapes and certain geometric proportions it is associated with the belief of
a divine creator of the universal geometer

sacred land indigenous worldviews values and sacred
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places
Jan 15 2023

sacred land indigenous worldviews values and sacred places strengthen the
earth s biological and cultural diversity the sacred land film project tells
inspiring stories of indigenous peoples resistance to the destruction of
their sacred sites and cultures protect sacred lands featured film honoring
dr noa emmett aluli

sacred geometry symbols and their meanings a
complete guide
Dec 14 2022

tips whether you re aware of it or not sacred geometry really is all around
you mathematically historically and spiritually the impact of sacred geometry
symbols on the ancient and modern worlds is irrefutable
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sacred and the profane the encyclopedia com
Nov 13 2022

means of identification in selecting evidence of the sacred and its
relationship to the profane one must be limited to two approaches either it
is tacitly perceived as something real or it assumes some kind of symbolic
form in order to establish tacit perception one requires proofs that silence
is maintained for the sake of the sacred

sacred etymology of sacred by etymonline
Oct 12 2022

originally especially of ecclesiastical decrees the extended sense of express
authoritative permission is by 1720 hence the looser sense of the conferring
of authority upon an opinion practice or sentiment confirmation of support
derived from public approval 1738
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sacred synonyms 118 similar and opposite words
merriam
Sep 11 2022

adjective definition of sacred 1 as in holy not to be violated criticized or
tampered with the sacred trust that exists between elected officials and the
electorate synonyms similar words relevance holy pure inviolable protected
untouchable privileged sacrosanct unassailable hallowed secure immune exempt
inviolate shielded

secret and sacred the diaries of james henry
hammond a
Aug 10 2022

secret and sacred the diaries of james henry hammond a southern slaveholder
hammond james henry 1807 1864 free download borrow and streaming internet
archive
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